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MgA. Marek Šefrna
Lives and works in Prague (CZ)
Education
2011 - 2018 Academy of Fine Arts in Prague AVU,
MgA. in Intermedia (T. Vaněk, J. Skála, J. Kovanda)
2017 Film and TV School of Academy of Performing Arts in Prague FAMU,
Internship in postconceptual photography (J. Thýn, A. Jirát)
Solo exhibition
2020 The resulting image of reality is very precise, Gallery Fotografic, Prague (CZ)
2020 The resulting image of reality is very precise, Gallery TIC, Brno (CZ)
2019 Další posun / Another Shift (with R. Hanáková), Gallery Favu, Brno (CZ)
2018 Další posun / Another Shift (with R. Hanáková), Galerie Monomach, Brno (CZ)
2018 The mole of beauty, Ukradená galerie / Kasárna Karlín, Prague (CZ)
2017 Další posun / Another Shift (with R. Hanáková), Ideal prostor, Prague (CZ)
2012 Cut-out (with T. Kajánek), Galerie v peněžence, Prague/Brno (CZ)
Selection of group exhibition
2019 Leinemann Kunstpreis - Negative Realism, Tschechisches Zentrum Berlin (DE)
2018 Jiné místo / Another Place, AVU, Prague (CZ)
2017 Devět věcí, Galerie Jelení, Prague (CZ)
2016 Side Job, Galerie NTK, Prague (CZ)
2016 Dům módy, Galerie Hraničář, Ústí nad Labem (CZ)
2014 Viděni, Galerie K4, Prague (CZ)
Award
2021 Different Worlds 2021, finalists, Lublaň (SI)
2018 Leinemann-Stiftung Award, 2nd place, Berlin (DE)

Pictures Without Permission (2018 - 2019)
pencil drawing: 30 × 42 cm
digital photograph: 54 x 76 cm
Looking into windows, I collect moments in the lives of the city´s apartment
buildings. I trace over the photos, frame them and return them back as gifts.
I take the photographs on whitch the drawing are based in places where they
could be taken by any ordinary passer-by. Even so, it can lead to images that have
ambiguous meanings. In such cases, we can only reassure ourselves that a window simply doesn´t represent, or contain, reality. Each of the four traced photgraphs represents a different theme: intimate moment; composion; an inappropriate
gesture; a gesture that that exudes peace and calm.
Taking in consideration, that I handed over my work to traced people to reconcile
with whom I confronted, the results are zoomed in documentary pictures that
became the one and only representing outcome.
I think that my work is socially problematic, socially significant, while at the same
time: urban poetical. At the same time is also trying to break the barrier of alienation, which is a civilizational sign of life in large cities.

The resulting image of reality is very precise (2020)
Digital Photograph
45 x 30 cm
These somewhat dull enlargements refer to the specific traditon
of “non-photography” with their framing and theme choice.
Like many other associations that can cross our mind - climate
change, drought, negative human impact on the environment…
The images you look at are primarily a photographic record performative interventions in public space. I captured them after creating
precise imitations of puddles on dried Prague sidewalks in late
spring. The essential absurdity of such activity, on the one hand,
develops a specific kind of play with a random observer or a gallery
visitor, on the other hand, it has its clear and meaningful ground in
the context of art, it associates artworks of the recent past and at the
same time it reminds us of predominant themes of today’s world.

Video, 6´ 21˝ (2020)

Další posun / Another Shift (2017-2019)
collaboration with Rozálie Hanáková
mixed media
The installation „Another shift“ responds to the work
„Shift“ by Tomáš Vaněk from 2001. By combining the citation and direct appropriacy the authors treat the phenomena of authorship and the originality of the work of
art. Vaněk gave to both authors who are students of his
studio at the Academy of Fine Arts permission to use original templates. A wall painting in pastel colors, evoking
a typical interior wallpaper in socialism, uses the general
typology of the motive of the sun, tree, house, waves
and a bird that are out off Lada‘s picture motives. The citation is based on the original Vaněk‘s template and the
cutting of their own copies what they used. As a direct
appropriation We consider using the original template
of the bird where we can see the signs of the spray on it.

Ideal prostor, Prague (2017)

Gallery Monomach, Brno (2018)

Gallery Favu, Brno (2019)

Untitled (2016)
video, 25 min, 24 sec
Without manipulation for several hours with a
camera in my shoe, experiencing internal stress in
every moment when I approach the incriminated
place. It‘s not about capturing intimacy but about
experiencing a situation in which I find myself.
link: youtube.com/watch?v=E6cOkFi-SJA

Untitled (2016)
video, 25 min, 24 sec
Project is based on the book Japanese photographer
Kagari: How to take hidden photos of women 1983,
with plans of the techniques capturing female private
parts. I visited a fashion stores, where I applied different methods to dressed mannequins.
link: vimeo.com/159298281

Photograps of people I put in light (2015)
Digital Photograph
60 x 40cm
I am interested in the mechanisms of viewing, whose
attributes are intrusion, identity concealment, empathy
and the distribution of artwork. All the actions in such
situations are often interfering with the possibility of
my failure. I mean good behavior on the edge.
At night I put the camera on a tripod with a view of the
whole apartment building. Then I took pictures with
strong flash at intervals for an indefinite time.
Within post-production, I have found people, who
were caught standing at their windows. Photos of people were taken right at the moment they had a look
out and I have zoomed in on them in these images.

Lines (2015)
Pencil on Paper
130 x 34 cm
Starting with the first horizontal line without interruption. I draw from left to right and trying to keep a
straight and intensity. Every next line mimics the previous one. But I’ve masked my entire history of previous
development of the image, so that I don’t feel influenced
by shape and still keep only machanic activity.

Peephole (2013)
Video
5 min, 55 sec
link: vimeo.com/187829128

Cut-out (2012)
collaboration with Tomáš Kajánek
collage from meat products
The exhibition took place in a portable gallery in a
wallet. The concept was to exhibit what you don’t
want in your wallet. Meat products were chosen as
the material. Landscape as the theme of the pictures
should mask the spoiling meat with beautiful scenery.

